
Patrol Captain Alex Taylor assigned Taylor Harvey and Luke
Neidhart to the IRB which was quickly launched. Surf
Lifeguards Guy Hornblow and James Burton rushed to the
scene and swam out with rescue tubes.
 
By this point the IRB was on the scene and beginning to
retrieve people. Priority was given to the younger patients
who were beginning to tire.
 
The rescue conditions were difficult due to choppy,
unpredictable surf and some of the people wearing clothes.
However the crew of Taylor and Luke expertly ferried
patients to shallower water before returning to assist at
sea.
 
The four Surf Lifeguards with rescue tubes worked together
to ensure all the patients stayed afloat until the IRB could
return them to shore, while Guy and James each completed
a full tube rescue returning their patients to shore.
 
From the time the first boogie boarders were swept out, to
the time everyone was returned to shore, less than 5
minutes had passed.
 
From start to finish this incident was handled with safe but
remarkably efficient practises. The IRB crew showed
incredible skill when retrieving patients from the water as
they had as many as 11 people in the water plus four tubes
to avoid.

Volunteers at Surf Life Saving Kariaotahi rescued seven
people in the space of five minutes at around 2.30pm on
January 11, 2020. 
 
The incident started after two boogie boarders were swept off
their feet by receding water on the southern corner of the
flagged area. They drifted offshore, unable to make progress
against the current.
 
Lifeguards who were in the process of handing over the flag
duty spotted the incident and immediately radioed the club to
request assistance and advise that two Surf Lifeguards,
Harrison Munday and Clayne O’Reilly, were getting into the
water for tube rescues. 
The second pair of Surf Lifeguards would remain on the
beach to observe the incident and patrol the flagged area.
 
As this was happening, five members of the public tried to
help the boogie boarders and swam deeper into the water in
an effort to reach them. They ended up beyond their depth
and were also unable to return to shore. Seven people now
required assistance, with the patients ranging from age 12 to
20. 
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